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Anyone who thinks wrestling is fake hasn't seen Kaiju Big Battel. Sure, it's
easy to fake a punch to the mouth, but how do you fake kicking a giant can
of soup through a cardboard building? The answer is, you can't. That's why
Kaiju Big Battel (misspelling intentional) is one of the most "real" wrestling
leagues around. You may have seen their giant kaiju (Japanese for
"monsters," but actually just guys in foam suits) on The Jimmy Kimmel
Show, on their Website (www.kaiju.com) or in small venues around their
Boston hometown, but there's one place you haven't seen them: the toy
aisles. We went to the wrestlers themselves to find out what the Kaiju toy
line would be like.

DR. CUBE Kaiju's iconic mad scientist, Dr. Cube is responsible for creating
some of the worst monsters in Kaiju history. The bad doctor tells us that his
figure would come with an "SDS-1 remote control for my Super-Dimensional
Slug and my Danger Scalpel with extra-long bloody blade." The figure would
be able to perform "the Troublesome Malpractice stance and the Danger
Scalpel Slice."

SILVER POTATO The foil-wrapped hero of Kaiju says he would come with
"a boombox circa 1985, turntables with dope hip-hop record collection and a
piece of cardboard for impromptu breakdance battles." And, of course, he
would have "unlimited points of articulation for all the b-boy stalls."

UCHU CHU The big bad space bug replied that he "ain't got no time for
toys." Just for that, he gets no accessories or action figure. Nyah.

HELL MONKEY Dr. Cube's satanic but cuddly minion insists his figure would
come with "a bottle of Hell Monkey Hot Sauce and two 40-ounce bottles of
Night Train malt liquor with brown bag covers." Naturally, Hell Monkey
wouldn't be complete without "flame shooting mouth sparking action."

KUNG FU CHICKEN NOODLE The murderous soup-gone-bad told us his
figure would come with "a blood stained meat cleaver, throwing chicken
stars and a giant toothpick," the latter of which he used to kill rival Club
Sandwich. The action feature possibilities are limited for a can of soup, but
Noodle suggests "super can steamroller windup action."

LOS PLANTANOS The South American tag-team favorites (don't you dare
call them bananas) say they would come with "changeable parts, from
guerilla warfare camouflage to beach 'jams,' and a giant shaker of salt for
margaritas and killing Cube's Super Dimensional Slug." Additionally, Pedro
and Pablo's figures would be able to "combine our powers to perform our
famous double-team move, the Cuban Hurricane."


